
Poetry Month : the Rules!
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Hey  lucky  you!  You're  about  to  take  part  in  a  very  special 
event  :  OO  poetry  month OO.  You  know how much  I  love 
poetry, right? By the end of the month, everyone at school and 
in the whole city will love it too!

Step One : choose one (or more) of the items below.

1. Sign up for Poem-a-Day and read a poem each morningin my class.
2.Memorize a poem.

3. Create an anthology of your favorite poems. (then show it to mep)
4. Buy a book of poetry from your local bookstore or borrow one at 

the library.
5. Attend a poetry reading at a bookstore, cafe, or library or CREATE 

one!
6. Read a poem to your family during dinner time.
7. Start a poetry reading group.
8. Write an exquisite corpse poem with friends.
9. Chalk a poem on the sidewalk or Posca paint a poem on my windows 

(only in my classroom though!)
10.Watch Rachel Eliza Griffiths’s P.O.P (Poets on Poetry) videos.
11.Watch or read Carolyn Forche’s talk “Not Persuasion, But Transport: 

The Poetry of Witness.”
12.Read or listen to Mark Doty’s talk “Tide of Voices: Why Poetry 

Matters Now.”
13.Sign up for a poetry class or workshop. (with me!!! and for once it's 

not detention!)
14.Get ready for Mother’s Day by making a card featuring a line of 

poetry.
15.Add a poem to your email footer
16.Post lines from your favorite poem on your Facebook, Instagram, 



Snapchat, Twitter, or Tumblr
17.Send a poem to a friend

Step Two :  We are going to celebrate National Poem in Your 
Pocket Day on April 14, 2016. The idea is simple: you select a 
poem you love, you print it or copy it (with a lovely handwriting 
please) you carry it with you, then you share it with your family 
and friends. You can choose two poems if you want, one in 
English and one in Frenchs At the end of the day, you give it to 
someone (with a box of chocolates for me please OO)

Step  Three  : We  are  going  to  start  an  anonymous  poems 
giveaway at school. You know these anonymous letters you've 
found all over  the place lately? I wrote them! Now, it's your 
turn to pass if forward and all you have to do is 1/ choose a 
poem 2/ write it down (with your best handwriting) 3/ fold it and 
put it in a colorful enveloppe 4/ write a title such as "I'm a love 
letter, open me..." 5/ place it (discreetly) at the bus stop, at the 
mall, at school... but remember, don't sign it! 

Step Four : color these awesome bookmarks and fill  in  the 
blank with your favorite lines of poetry. Then give them away to 
the people you love and care aboutO
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Miss D.

https://www.poets.org/national-poetry-month/poem-your-pocket-day
https://www.poets.org/national-poetry-month/poem-your-pocket-day

